We consider the traditional single-item single-period Newsvendor Problem with continuous product demand. Let the demand D be randomly distributed with distribution function F ( ), nite mean and variance 2 . There is an underage cost p and an overage cost h per unit of product. If Q products are ordered at the beginning of the period, the expected total cost is 
In the sequel we denote the order quantity for which (1) is minimized by Q and we indicate the optimal cost C(Q ) as the bu er cost. Recently, Song (1994a Song ( , 1994b showed for a particular de nition of demand variability that the bu er cost will increase with increasing variability. The key question in this note is whether C(Q ) will always increase when demand gets more variable. One nds in the literature on stochastic dominance relations a family of rules to compare variability between the two demands (Fishburn and Vickson (1978) In Lemma 1 (below) we show that 2-variability implies higher demand variances in combination with higher bu er costs. The proof is based on the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Fishburn (1980) Lemma 1
Under Condition 1.1,
Proof. Apply Theorem 1, the de nition of Q 1 and (1) to obtain that
2 Song (1994a) proves that Lemma 1 holds also under alternative stochastic orderings, such as the increasing convex ordering of the demands (D 2 ic D 1 ), and the cut criterion ordering (D 2 cut D 1 ). These results follow easily from the observation that these orderings are stronger than 2-variability.
Lemma 2 (Sections 1.3 and 1.5 in Stoyan (1983)) Under Condition 1.1,
2 The opposite e ect Theorem 1 and the proof of Lemma 1 suggest to investigate n-variability of higher orders (n 3) to verify whether the opposite e ect may occur, i.e., higher demand variances in combination with lower bu er costs. Indeed, Theorem 2 below states su cient conditions under which the opposite e ect occurs.
Theorem 2 (Su ciency)
Suppose that Condition 1.1 holds.
Proof. Part (i) is Theorem 1. The proof of part (ii) is analogous to Lemma 1: Traditional families of demand densities are (truncated) Normal, Lognormal, Beta, Gamma, Weibull and Uniform (Silver & Peterson (1985) , Appendix B in Tijms (1994) Stoyan (1983) ). Hence, Lemma 1 applies, and higher demand variability leads to higher bu er cost in these cases.
However, Example 1 below shows that the opposite e ect may occur when the demand densities belong to the same family. Example 2 illustrates that Theorem 2 may apply when the demand densities belong to di erent families.
Example 1
The nonsymmetric triangular density f is continuous, piecewise linear and characterized by three parameters 0 a < b < c. The function is nonzero on the interval (a; b) and it attains its maximum at c. Basic algebra yields expressions for the mean, the variance, and the H n functions. We consider two nonsymmetric triangular densities f i , i = 1; 2. The numerical example below illustrates that the parameters a i ; b i ; c i can be set such that the conditions of Theorem 2 or Lemma 3 apply. It is easily veri ed that 1 = 2 = 10=3, 28=18 = 2 1 < 2 2 = 31=18, so that again Condition 1 holds. However, there is no n 1 for which D 1 n D 2 or D 2 n D 1 (Ridder et al. (1996) ). In this case, Lemma 3 applies with Q 1 = Q 2 = 2: Remark. Note from the above examples that the optimal ordering quantities Q i may increase as well as decrease with increasing demand variance. In Example 1(a): Q 1 > Q 2 , in Example 2: Q 1 < Q 2 . Note further that the opposite e ect may occur when h < p (Example 1(a) ), but also when h > p (Example 1(b) ). Assuming that the conditions of Theorem 2 hold, these phenomena are explained by the following equivalence. The conclusion of this paper is that a reduction of the demand uncertainty in stochastic production and inventory systems is economically favorable for most demand distributions that are commonly used in practice. However, for some demand distributions a reduction of the demand uncertainty will not result in the desired cost reduction. Whether cost reduction occurs, depends on many factors such as the de nition of uncertainty, the structure of the demand distributions, and the ratio between the overage and underage costs.
Our analysis applies to the class of inventory models where the cost function has the form (1). Besides the classical Newsvendor Problem, dynamic inventory systems controlled by a base stock policy belong to this class (D stands for the lead time demand and Q for the base stock level). Furthermore, our analysis carries over easily to discrete demands distributions (see Ridder et al. (1996) ).
